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mERging aRT anD EnginEERing       
in THE ‘onE SonY - “BE moVED”’  
CamPaign
a steadfast passion for artistry and commitment to engineering has always been at the 
core of Sony Electronics, thereby achieving Sony’s goal in delivering new media and moving 
people emotionally. it’s with this longstanding history of merging art and engineering 
into its products and services that Sony Electronics recently unveiled an integrated 
brand campaign, called ‘one sony - „be moved”’. The campaign highlights Sony’s “one 
Sony” corporate philosophy and includes elements from all sister companies, spanning 
Electronics, Sony Computer Entertainment, Sony Pictures Entertainment, Sony music 
and Sony mobile. across the broadcast and digital executions, the campaign features a 
number of stories from Sony engineers and highlights the innovative products as proof 
of Sony’s contribution to challenge the status quo. 

“The site works as one long scrolling image sequence, all controlled with either a mouse 
or your up-down arrows,” explains assembly’s Technical Director and Lead 3D artist, 
Rhys Dippie. “from assembly’s point of view it was a high resolution video sequence, so 
we could use all the tools we were used to, and our main tool is V-Ray.”
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auckland-based design firm Assembly was tasked with creating an immersive 
and detail rich website for Sony’s brand campaign, called ‘one sony - „be moved”’  
that would house all of the executions around the corporate philosophy within 
an experience that highlighted and reinforced Sony’s commitment to innovation 
and quality. 
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aSSEmBLY’S aPPRoaCH
When assembly received the briefing for the job, they broke each product down into 
its own separate scrolling panel sequence and rendered them using V-Ray. There was 
very little compositing on the job and V-Ray was relied upon to create the photorealistic 
renders required. There was a lavish amount of detail poured into the 3D models so 
that the products would react as realistically as possible to the lighting applied within 
V-Ray. 

as the site rolls from the top, there are several visual hints at assembly’s utilization 
of V-Ray. There are caustics, refractions, physically plausible light interactions and 
depth-of-field tricks that hint at scale. 

There’s the QX100 lens-style camera, scrolling to a re-engineered Xperia Z1S phone, 
which lifts away to reveal a new Sony Walkman Sports mP3 Player for underwater 
use. “Completely rendered in V-Ray, there are translucent rubber shaders on the 
underwater earplugs,” explains Rhys. “if you stop on the white casing, there’s quite a 
nice pearlescent white paint finish generated in a layered V-Ray shader. The caustics in 
the water were generated with photons in V-Ray as well.” 
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Watch sony’s ‘Join Together’ video ad.
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DEaLing WiTH           
CHaLLEnging SEQUEnCES
one of the most challenging sequences came from the creation of the black aR1 
Loudspeakers. Remembering this is all Cg, the shot begins with a slice of a maple tree, 
created in 3ds max.  There are three or four high poly tree models in the forest that 
appear just before we are moved through into Yoshiyiku’s aR1 Loudspeakers. This is 
to reference the wood harvested from Japanese and Scandinavian forests for the real 
speakers. 

These Cg creations were sourced from onyx Tree and forest Pro, rendered with 
volumetric light at about an hour per frame. 

“We modeled the log, split it up, and displaced it to give it that fibrous look,” says 
Rhys. on the bark of the trunk, the assembly crew displaced the wood underneath and 
used forest Pro to scatter chips along its length to give a realistic yet controlled and 
slightly stylized look. “getting a nice, natural fuzziness to the end of the log, gave it that 
freshly-cut effect. We ended up subdividing everything into millions of polygons in max 
to get the best result”. 
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immERSing THE ViEWER       
inTo THE WoRLD of SonY
The next shot begins with an impressive pull out through a star field that turns out 
to be a world contained within a Sony 3D Television screen. a complex 3D procedural 
shader was piped into V-Ray environment fog to achieve the volumetric tunnel effect. a 
sprinkle of particle stars makes the spectacular illusion complete. 

moving on from the star field, we level down and are drawn backwards into a Personal 
3D Viewer, shimmering in lens flares and accentuated by peripheral shards of glass 
refracting the image. “There was very little compositing done on this piece,” says 
Rhys. “in fact the first results we saw that came out of the renderer exceeded our 
expectations.” 

Rolling further down, the viewer sees an exploded view of an RX1R Premium Compact 
Sony camera. This was one of the trickier models on the job to build for the assembly 
crew, as the sheer volume and complexity of the parts that make up the product are 
immense. The team gathered as much reference as possible to be able to confidently 
recreate the camera in 3D. 
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CREaTing a SEamLESS EXPERiEnCE 
of THE SonY BRanD:          
THE RoLE of V-RaY
Each of the stages within the site are linked to social media and video hosting sites so 
the viewer can learn more about each piece of Sony hardware as they pass. 

This project had a short turnaround time of six weeks from start to finish. 

assembly had to create the models of each of the products from scratch. They were 
armed with the knowledge that Sony’s engineering department would be reviewing the 
resulting images and require great attention to detail. 

Rhys went on to say that, “without a robust rendering solution on a job such as this, we 
would not have been able to provide the results we did in the time we had. V-Ray is a 
renderer which gives us the confidence to take on these large, complex jobs.” 

Edited by Paul Hellard
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see more v-Ray customer success stories
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Directors: matt von Trott, Damon Duncan. 
Lead 3D: Craig Speakman, Rhys Dippie. 
3D: geoff kirk-Smith, gary Sullivan, Sergey Poltavskiy, alex mcLeod, marko mandaric, Dale Hobson, alex Scollay. 
Lead Developer: Jeff nusz. 
Developer: matt Wilson 
agency: Wieden + kennedy Portland.
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